Abstract. This article introduces consumer-driven health information commons, which are institutional arrangements to empower groups of consenting individuals to collaborate to assemble powerful, large-scale health data resources for use in scientific research, on terms the group members themselves would set. Many of the grand scientific challenges of the 21 st -century require access to big data resources that are both deeply descriptive (in the sense of containing detailed personal health, genomic, environmental, and lifestyle information about each individual) and inclusive (in the sense of supplying such data for many-sometimes, hundreds of millions-of individuals). These grand challenges include President Obama's Precision Medicine and Brain Initiatives, the Vice President's Cancer Moonshot, efforts by the National Institutes of Health and the Food and Drug Administration to clarify the clinical significance of genetic variants and to make modern diagnostics safe and effective, and attempts to create a "learning health care system" that harnesses healthcare data to improve patient care. Without big data resources, these efforts will fail.
The Canavan families' scientific success was later marred by litigation when their chosen investigator elected to patent his discoveries and charge royalties on the test. 8 They had naively assumed he would put his discoveries into the public domain. 9 Citizen sponsors, like any other research sponsors, need well-drafted research agreements if they want to avoid unpleasant surprises. The Canavan families' greatest contribution to science ultimately may have been that they demonstrated the power of well-organized citizen groups-perhaps, next time, with appropriate consulting and legal support-to instigate high-quality scientific research. Hiring lawyers and scientists is relatively straightforward if a citizen group has money, and money need not always come from external fundraising and donors. A citizen group that controls a critical data resource, coupled with a workable revenue model, may be able to monetize its resource lawfully and on terms ethically acceptable to the group members.
This article defines the concept of consumer-driven data commons, which are institutional arrangements for organizing and enabling citizen research sponsorship. This model differs from existing arrangements for supplying personal health data for use in biomedical research. This article explores how traditional arrangements, imbedded in major federal research and privacy regulations, conceive institutional data holders-entities such as hospitals, research institutions, and insurers that store people's health data-as the prime movers in assembling large-scale data resources for research and public health. Consumer-driven data commons also differ from many of the patient-centered data aggregation models put forward as alternatives to letting data holders control the fate of people's data. One such alternative is a personally controlled electronic health record with granular individual consent:
10 that is, a scheme in which individuals (or their designated agents) gather and assemble their own health data and then specify, in very granular detail, the particular data uses that would be acceptable to each individual.
The consumer-driven data commons proposed here, in contrast, would aggregate data for a group of participating volunteers who, thereafter, would employ processes of collective selfgovernance to make decisions about how the resulting data resources-in the aggregate, as a collective data set-can be used. The group's collective decisions, once made, would be binding on all members of the group (at least until a member exited the group), but the decisions would be made by the group members themselves, according to rules and processes they established. This article explores the promise and the challenge of enabling consumer-driven data commons as a mechanism for consenting individuals to assemble large-scale data resources. Twenty-first 8 264 F.Supp.2d at 1067. 9 Id. At 1068 ("Plaintiffs allege that at no time were they informed that Defendants intended to seek a patent on the research. Nor were they told of Defendants' intentions to commercialize the fruits of the research…"). century science, as discussed below, 11 needs large-scale, deeply descriptive, and inclusive data resources. Granular, individual consent is inimical to the creation of such resources, which require collective action.
This article construes personal health data (PHD) broadly to include data about patients, research participants, and people who use sensor devices or direct-to-consumer testing services (together, "consumers"). PHD includes traditional sources of health data, such as data from consumers' encounters with the healthcare system as well as data generated when they consent to participate in clinical research. PHD also may include individually identifiable (or reidentifiable) research results that investigators derive during informational research-research that uses people's data or biospecimens with or without their consent. Increasingly, PHD includes genetic and other diagnostic information that healthy-but-curious consumers purchase directly from commercial test providers, as well as information people generate for themselves using mobile, wearable, and at-home sensing devices. More creepily, PHD also includes data captured passively by the panopticon of algorithms that silently harvest data from online shopping, professional, leisure, and social communication activities.
12 Such algorithms may support excruciatingly personal inferences about an individual's health status-for example, pregnancy-that arouse intense privacy concerns.
There are many competing visions of the public good and how to advance it. This analysis presumes, as its starting point, that the public good is served when PHD are accessible for biomedical research, public health 13 studies, regulatory science, 14 and other activities that generate knowledge to support continuous improvements in wellness and patient care. The goal here is not to debate this vision but rather to assume it and study how competing legal and institutional arrangements for data sharing may promote or hinder the public good and address people's concerns about privacy and control over their PHD.
The Challenge of Assembling Data Resources for Public Good
Consumer-driven data commons have the potential to elevate citizen science from its perceived status as do-it-yourself puttering and transform it into a force for addressing some of the grand scientific challenges of the 21st century. These challenges include President Obama's Precision Medicine 15 clarify the clinical significance of genomic variants and ensure that modern diagnostics are safe and effective, 18 and efforts to develop a "learning health care system" 19 that routinely captures data from treatment settings-and from people's experiences as non-patients before and after their healthcare encounters-to glean insights to support continual improvements in wellness and patient care.
These scientific challenges all share a common feature: they require access to very largescaled data resources-sometimes, data for tens to hundreds of millions of individuals 20 (known as "data partners" 21 in the nomenclature of the Precision Medicine Initiative). The most valuable data resources are deeply descriptive in the sense of reflecting, for each individual, a rich array of genomic and other diagnostic test results, clinical data, and other available PHD such as data from mobile and wearable health devices that may reflect lifestyle and environmental factors that influence health. 22 The data need to be longitudinal in the sense of tracing, as completely as possible, the history of a person's innate characteristics, factors that may have influenced the person's health status, diagnoses during spells of illness, treatments, and health outcomes. 23 Such data, unfortunately, are inherently identifiable, both because they have to be, and because they can be: They have to be, because access to identifiers is necessary, at least in certain phases of database creation, in order to link each person's data that is arriving from different data holders, to verify that the data all pertain to the same individual, and to update the person's existing data with subsequent clinical observations. 24 Moreover, the resulting assemblage of data-deeply descriptive of each individual-potentially can be re-identified, even if overt identifiers like names are stripped off after the data are brought together. 25 dataset contains a rich, multi-parametric description of somebody, there may be only one individual in the world for whom all of the parameters are a match. If other, external datasets link a subset of those parameters to the person's identity, re-identification is possible.
26
For some important types of research, the data resources also need to be highly inclusive, in the sense that most (or even all) people are included in the dataset and share their data for research. 27 Inclusive data sets capture rare events and allow them to be studied and, more generally, they avoid consent bias (selection bias). 28 Empirical studies suggest that people who consent to having their data used in research may have different medical characteristics than the population at large. 29 For example, patients who are sick and have symptoms may feel more motivated than asymptomatic people are to volunteer for studies that explore possible genetic causes of their symptoms. If true, then a cohort of consenting research subjects may overrepresent people who carry a specific gene variant and also happen to be ill. The study may reach biased conclusions misstating how often the variant results in actual illness.
Consent bias reportedly was a factor that contributed to a tendency for early studies to overstate the lifetime risk of breast and ovarian cancer in people with certain BRCA genetic mutations. 30 Costs of testing were high under the gene patenting doctrine of the day; insurance reimbursement criteria tended to make clinical BRCA testing available only to people with a personal or family history of these cancers; such people also were highly motivated to share their data for use in research. As a broader population gains access to BRCA testing, the available data resources are gradually expanding to include more people who have mutations without 1701, 1706 (2010) (discussing the risks to individual privacy if de-identified data were to be reidentified); Mark A. Rothstein, Is Deidentification Sufficient to Protect Health Privacy in Research?, 10 AM. J. BIOETHICS 3, 5 (2010) ("Despite using various measures to deidentify health records, it is possible to reidentify them in a surprisingly large number of cases . . . .").
See supra note 25. 27 Evans, supra note 22, at 95-96. 28 31 Getting these numbers right has obvious impact on future patients who face decisions based on their test results.
Id.
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One possible policy for creating large, deeply descriptive, inclusive datasets free of consent bias is to force all citizens to contribute their data, requiring them to pay a "data tax" just as we all must pay income taxes. That idea is repugnant to many, and I do not propose it except to contrast it with a rarely considered policy that this article seeks to advance: Why not get people to want to participate in large-scale, deeply descriptive, inclusive datasets free of consent bias? Why not make participation interesting and enjoyable, perhaps even fun? Current ethical and regulatory frameworks that govern data access, such as the Common Rule 32 and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA") Privacy Rule 33 decisively fail to do this. Have we, as a society, unwittingly embraced a prune-faced framework of bioethics, such that making data partnership fun would be coercive or ethically problematic and, if so, how did it come to this and what can we do about it?
The Common Rule and HIPAA Privacy Rule both provide workable pathways to obtain data-if necessary, without consent-for socially important research, public health purposes, and regulatory science. 34 But it is never fun and unconsented data access, even when it is legal, will always be controversial. Surveys show that "a majority of consumers are positive about health research and, if asked in general terms, support their medical information being made available for research"
35 -in other words, they see research participation as potentially fun-but they want to be asked before their data are taken and they prefer for their data be de-identified. 36 Sadly, as just noted, de-identification may no longer be feasible, and even if it were feasible, it cannot support creation of deeply descriptive, longitudinal data that 21 st -century science needs.
37
The existing regulations, which were designed for clinical research and for small-data informational studies of the past, function well enough and may continue to function, at least for those who are sufficiently well-lawyered to thread the needle of data access. But they do not excite people about becoming partners in the grand scientific challenges of the 21 st century, which ought to be easy given how fascinating these challenges are. Current regulations sometimes insult the very people whose data investigators want to use, showering individuals with unwanted, paternalistic protections-such as barriers to access to return of their own 31 Most people have no wish to take their data and go home. Surveys suggest that 80% of Americans would like to see their data used to generate socially beneficial knowledge.
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41 They want to participate, but subject to privacy, data security protections, and other terms that are transparent and satisfactory to themselves. Consumer-driven data commons are a vehicle for enabling consumers to set and enforce those terms through collective self-governance and to find the voice that ethics and regulatory frameworks consistently deny them.
Distinguishing Data Ownership, Data Commons, and the Public Domain
There are multiple, viable pathways for developing heath data commons to promote public good, and it will be important for policymakers to have the wisdom to allow them to evolve in parallel during early phases of the effort.
• The first major pathway, 42 resembling propertization, bestows entitlements (such as specific rights of access, rights to transfer and enter transactions involving data, rights to make managerial decisions about data, or even outright data ownership) on specific parties. It then relies on those parties to enter private transactions to assemble large-scale data resources. The initial endowment of rights can be bestowed various ways: on the individuals to whom the data relate (patients and consumers); on data holders such as hospitals, insurers, research institutions, and manufacturers of medical and wearable devices that store and possess people's data; on both groups; or on other decision-makers.
• A second major pathway is to develop data resources in the public domain 43 -for example, through legislation or regulations that force entities that hold data to supply it for specific public health or regulatory uses, or by using public funds (e.g., grants, tax incentives) to create data resources under rules that make them openly available for all to use (or for use by a designated group of qualified entities, such as public health officials or biomedical researchers, who are legally authorized use data on the public's behalf).
• A third pathway is to foster creation of data commons, which are distinct from the other two pathways and can include many different types of commons that may exist simultaneously. This section briefly clarifies the relationship among data ownership, data commons, and the public domain. In 2014, the Health Data Exploration Project surveyed a sample consisting primarily of people who track their PHD and found that 54% believe they own their data; 30% believe they share ownership with the sensor company or service provider that enables collection of their data; and 4% believe the service provider owns the data, with only 13% professing indifference. 45 Most respondents viewed ownership as important "because it implies a level of control over the fate of the data," and a significant number of people expressed that they have or would like to have control. 46 50 He impressed the lawyers in the room by adding, "But that's not always how we define these issues, right? So there's some legal issues involved." 51 Indeed. Intense feelings of ownership can exist in the absence of legal ownership. Airline passengers feel strong bonds of ownership to their assigned seats and may experience feelings of trespass if a neighboring passenger encroaches on "their" seat. The legal reality is that airline passengers have no property interest in their assigned seats. They merely have a contract for carriage-a type of service contract-with the airline, which can uphold its end of the bargain by reassigning the passenger to any other seat, however unsatisfactory, on the plane or by placing the passenger on the next flight, with or without a voucher toward a future trip on the airline which, by then, one ardently hopes one shall never have to fly on again. We all "like to think" we own our assigned seats and our health data, but this is irrelevant to whether we do.
Discussions of health data commons occur against the backdrop of these calls for patients to own their health data. Terms like scientific research commons, medical information commons, and genomic data commons have roots in a decades-long analysis of commons in natural resource economics and property theory. 52 The scientific and medical communities sometimes refer to "a commons" or "the commons," apparently to denote a specific, shared data resource, database, or health information infrastructure that would be openly accessible to researchers and clinicians (as if in the public domain), while possibly incorporating respect for individual data ownership. Language is a living, evolving thing and members of the scientific and medical communities are free to define the word "commons" in any way that aids their internal communications. It may facilitate broader cross-fertilization of ideas, however, to link discussions of health data commons to other strands of commons analysis. Professors Frischmann, Madison, and Strandburg 58 are modern explicators of the commons analysis identified with Elinor Ostrom and her collaborators in natural resource contexts 59 and later adapted to knowledge resources by Hess and Ostrom. 60 Key points are that commons do not denote specific resources-such as a fishery, pasture, or health database. 61 Commons are not a place or a thing or a resource that people can use. 62 Rather, commons are institutional arrangements for managing or governing the production and use of a particular resource-such as a health database-and for addressing social dilemmas that impede sustainable sharing and stewardship of the resource.
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For rivalrous resources, such as a pasture where one group's use may preclude use by others, the number of simultaneously existing commons is often quite limited; some resources can only support the formation of a single commons arrangement. Informational resources are generally conceived as non-rivalrous, because multiple parties can simultaneously use copies of the same information at the same time. Note, though, that interoperable health data resources are partially rivalrous, because converting data from disparate sources into well-curated, consistent formats that allow particular types of analysis requires a substantial investment of capital and skilled labor. 64 These latter resources have supply constraints that may limit the number of competing, simultaneous data uses. Data, in theory, could be used for any number of scientific studies, but unless the data are already in an interoperable format (which American data 53 See Brett M. Frischmann, Michael J. Madison, and Katherine J. Strandburg, Governing Knowledge Commons 1, 3 in GOVERNING KNOWLEDGE COMMONS, supra note 3 (illustrating a wide variety of institutional arrangements). 54 Ostrom, supra note 52, at 50-51.
CHARLOTTE HESS & ELINOR OSTROM, UNDERSTANDING KNOWLEDGE AS A COMMONS (2011).
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See Frischmann et al., supra note 53, at 7-8 (contrasting the domain of proprietary rights and the public domain).
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Hess & Ostrom, supra note 55, at 3. Id. at 2. 63 See id. at 3 ("Knowledge commons" refers to "the institutionalized community governance of the sharing and, in some cases, creation, of information, science, knowledge, data, and other types of intellectual and cultural resources.") 64 Evans, supra note 22, at 102-03. generally are not) 65 , there may not be enough skilled data analysts to convert the data into the formats each study requires.
Generally speaking, though, once data are converted into a common data model or other interoperable format, further uses of the converted data are non-rivalrous. Health data resources thus can support the simultaneous existence of multiple health data commons. For example, a group of three hospitals might form a commons to allow limited data sharing among themselves for use in quality improvement activities. Patients of those same hospitals might merge their own data with data from patients who used other hospitals to form a patient-driven commons to compare their experiences as health care consumers. The two commons, operating under different sets of rules for the benefit of distinctly different groups of users, would co-exist and neither would be the commons.
The Inevitability of Shared Data Control
In popular culture, property rights are a venerated symbol of an individual's right to restrict other people's access to things that are personally important, such as one's home or one's PHD.
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Ownership resonates with a new model of privacy that gained ground in recent years. The traditional view of privacy as secrecy or concealment-as a "right to be let alone" 67 -grows strained in an age when the Internet and ubiquitous communication technologies foster broad, voluntary sharing of personal information. 68 We vomit our personal data into the Universe, but we want the Universe to protect our privacy. To conceal the contradiction, modern theorists embrace a new view of privacy in which concealing one's secrets "is less relevant than being in control of the distribution and use by others" 69 of the thick data trails people generate and willingly or unwittingly 70 disseminate. Presently, the "leading paradigm on the Internet and in the real, or off-line world, conceives of privacy as a personal right to control the use of one's data". 71 Property rights, it is hoped, may restore our desired control.
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In this debate, the ultimate value of the data ownership metaphor may be its insistenceonce property rights are correctly understood-that just and efficient protection of the individual's interests requires limits to individual consent, a proposition embraced less comfortably, when at all, in the bioethics literature. Bergelson, supra note 68, at 401-02. sometimes portray property rights as allowing people to veto any unwanted use of their data. 73 This level of control reflects a mythical 74 or fairy-tale 75 view of the legal protections that ownership provides. In practice, property regimes grant individuals a qualified (non-absolute) right to control the disposition of their assets, but they also protect competing individual and social interests by imposing responsibilities and limitations on ownership.
76 Jacqueline Lipton usefully reminds us that ownership actually supplies a bundle of rights, limitations on those rights, and duties 77 so that individual and competing interests both receive protection. Margaret Jane Radin sees the two basic functions of property theory as to justify rights and to explain their boundaries. 78 As Schlager and Ostrom point out, in natural resource settings, "all rights have correlative duties." 79 Those seeking absolute control of their PHD should not look to data ownership to give it to them. 80 As an example, homeowners enjoy a very robust set of rights but can be forced without consent to pay property taxes or to cede control of some or all of their property. Their control is subject to easements that may allow public utility projects to cross their land or facilitate a neighbor's access to a landlocked adjacent property. The government has police power to impose duties-such as a requirement for owners to abate hazards or to install sidewalks on their property-that promote public health and safety. 81 Failure to comply may draw sanctions up to and including uncompensated seizure of the property. 82 Eminent domain, or takings, can force non-consenting owners to cede their property for "public use"
83 -a broad concept that in modern law includes commercial office parks and other private endeavors that allegedly confer public benefit, 84 in addition to more traditional public uses such as highways 85 -so long as fair compensation is paid. The waiver provisions of the HIPAA Privacy Rule and Common Rule strongly resemble the private eminent domain powers that some utility companies enjoy under state laws; any regime of data ownership presumably would incorporate a similar mechanism to ensure access to individuals' data for research that benefits the public. 87 Elsewhere, I have explained why the court-determined fee for a "data taking" would very likely be zero under existing doctrines for assessing takings compensation. 88 Thus, patient data ownership would be unlikely to confer ironclad control or even control superior to what people already have.
Scholars point to additional conceptual and practical flaws with data ownership as a tool to protect privacy: The fact that data resources are largely non-rivalrous undermines the economic justification that property rights are necessary to prevent the waste of scarce resources.
89 Property and privacy serve fundamentally different interests, with property denoting control in the marketplace over things alienable from the self-things we are willing to part with-whereas privacy denotes control over things entwined with our selfhood.
90 Commodifying people's data is potentially objectionable on both moral and practical grounds.
91 Property rights will do little to protect privacy if vulnerable people sell their rights or give them away and, ultimately, things that are owned can nevertheless be stolen. Creating informational property rights is no guarantee that they will function effectively on an ongoing basis; substantial infrastructure and effort may be required to effectuate orderly transfers of "owned" data. 92 The list of objections is long.
Despite these flaws, property terminology is familiar to everyone and the ownership metaphor "will likely stick" 93 in public discourse about data privacy, even if cooler heads resist pressure to enshrine data ownership as law. There is no real harm in invoking property metaphors, as long as we carefully specify what we conceive ownership to mean. 94 Kish and Topol's recent proposal for patient data ownership, despite its many merits, was not entirely clear what ownership means. They mentioned that "possession is nine-tenths of the law," suggesting a right of access and personal possession, but did not clarify whether this would be a right of exclusive possession that allows patients to insist that their healthcare providers erase the provider's copy of their records. 95 Kish and Topol also noted that having a title to one's home creates conditions for trusted exchange, suggesting a right to transfer one's records to others. They listed several conditions to be met: patients should have access to their records anywhere at any time; records should be controlled by the patient or patient's agent; they should be unique and traceable to a real person; records should be privacy-enabled and secure and have a known provenance that allows them to be traced to the data-holder whence they came. These conditions, while useful for purposes of managing data resources, do not all reflect attributes of legal property ownership. Owning one's home does not guarantee that it is secure against breakins, for example. 87 Evans, supra note 22, at 79, 85-86. 88 Id. at 81. Suter, supra note 66, at 737. 91 Id. at 799-803. 92 See Samuelson, supra note 89, at 1136-37 (citing Kenneth C. Laudon, Markets and Privacy, Comm. ACM Sept. 1996, at 92)). See also Suter, supra note 66, at 804; Litman, supra note 77, at 1297-98. 93 Lipton, supra note 76, at 141. 94 Id. at 141-42. 95 Kish & Topol, supra note 32, at 922. Some proposals liken data ownership to traditional fee simple ownership of a house, 96 but there are many alternative models to consider. Data ownership might, for example, resemble coownership in which multiple parties have rights of access and use; it could resemble the nonexclusive rights riparian owners have in a river next to their land-that is, a right to use the river but no right to interfere with others' simultaneous uses such as fishing and navigation; 97 or it could work like a copyright that ends after a period of time and allows fair use by others during that time. 98 None of the available models of individual data ownership is presently reflected in law. Property law in the United States is set primarily at the state level, 99 except in discrete fields (for example, patent law) where a federal framework controls. Several states have enacted laws that grant individuals a property interest in their own genetic information 100 and a few more states have considered such legislation, 101 although such laws are notoriously vague about what genetic property rights mean. 102 In most states, and for most other categories of health information, state law does not directly address who owns a person's health data. 103 A few state court cases have found patients own their medical records under specific circumstances. 104 Unfortunately, the pertinent body of state medical records law generally applies in traditional healthcare settings and seemingly does not govern commercial providers of PHD devices and services, such as purveyors of medical and fitness devices. Courts do not recognize an individual property right in personal information such as one's name, address, and social security number. 105 Commercial databases that hold such information are generally treated as the property of the companies that compiled them. 106 In a famous case 107 where plaintiffs 96 See, e.g., Mell, supra note 73. 97 sought to block a company from disclosing their personal information by selling its mailing lists, Vera Bergelson notes an implicit judicial bias "that, to the extent personal information may be viewed as property, that property belongs to the one who collects it." 108 This bias-if it existsis reminiscent of the ancient res nullius doctrine from natural resource law, which treated assets such as subsurface mineral deposits and wild animals as unowned until somebody discovers and captures (takes possession of) them.
109 "Rarely used today, it let private owners stake claims as in the Klondike gold rush." 110 Law does, however, recognize a subtle difference between a data holder's ownership of a database and its ownership of data that populate the database. "Although it is common for businesses contracting with one another to state that one or another of them 'owns' a particular data set, ownership of the contents of a database is a precarious concept in the United States."
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Database operators have a legal interest in the data in their databases, but this interest is not usually regarded as ownership.
112 Information in a database can be owned in the sense of being eligible for trade secret protection, if the operator meets all the other legal requirements (such as maintaining the data's secrecy) for such protection.
113 Copyright law typically does not protect database content, which is in the nature of facts rather than expression, so copyright protection typically extends only to features such as the arrangement of a database rather than to the data itself.
114 Even though data holders do not own database content, Marc Rodwin echoes concerns that courts tend to "grant property interests to those who possess that data and preserve the status quo." 115 The status quo is that data are widely scattered in proprietary corporate databases, creating a tragedy of the anticommons that threatens to leave valuable stores of data inaccessible for research and other beneficial uses.
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As for PHD generated outside the traditional healthcare setting, the privacy policies and service contracts of device manufacturers do little to clarify data ownership. Scott Peppet recently surveyed privacy policies of twenty popular consumer sensor devices and found only four that discussed data ownership. 117 Three of those four indicated that the device manufacturer, rather than the consumer, owns the data, with some claiming "sole and exclusive" ownership. Such assertions of ownership are not necessarily enforceable at law. Suppose a sensor manufacturer asserted, in its privacy policy, that it owns the Eiffel Tower and a consumer purchased and used the sensor with actual or constructive notice of that policy. under relevant law. Such policies may, however, deter consumer challenges to a manufacturer's alleged ownership. Even without legal ownership, it is fair to say that health data holders enjoy powers tantamount to ownership. The information they hold is "out of circulation even though it is not, strictly speaking, owned" 118 and many operators "treat patient data as if it were their private property.
119 "Multiple ownership of different pieces of a patient's medical history. . . makes it difficult for anyone to assemble a complete record." 120 The data are siloed. The reality is that multiple parties have legitimate interests in a person's health data. Healthcare providers must maintain copies of patient data to comply with medical records laws, to ensure continuity of care during patients' future visits, to defend against lawsuits. Insurers need records for auditing, fraud prevention, and state regulatory purposes. Even in theory, exclusive data ownership is unworkable. If data ownership existed, it seemingly would have to be some form of shared ownership.
What might shared data ownership look like? In a different context, Ostrom and Schlager identified a set of entitlements individuals enjoy in shared property regimes for natural resources, such as fisheries. 121 These resonate with some of the entitlements people wish to have in relation to their PHD. The list includes "operational-level" entitlements:
(1) a right of access to the resource, and (2) a right to withdraw products from the resource (e.g., a right to catch fish), corresponding to a right to use data resources.
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A party may-but does not always-have additional "collective-choice" rights, including: (3) a right of management, which confers the right to participate in decisions about resource uses and the right to improve or transform the resource (such as by adding, deleting, or editing data), (4) a right of exclusion, which confers the right to participate in decisions about who can access and use the resource and decisions about the appropriate process for approving and enforcing access and use, and (5) a right of alienation, to transfer the above rights to other people. In shared ownership regimes, the individual does not usually enjoy "sole and despotic dominion, 123 such as an unassailable right to consent to, or veto, specific resource uses. Rather, the individual has a voice (voting rights) in a collective decision-making process, and a residual right to exit the collective if its decisions prove unsatisfactory.
The Challenge of Assembling Large-Scale Data Resources
In traditional healthcare and research environments, control of data remains fragmented among multiple data holders (such as physicians, research institutions, hospitals, insurers), 124 with another layer of fragmentation at the level of individuals, to the extent their consent is required for data access. 125 As tracking and surveillance technologies and direct-to-consumer testing services generate PHD outside traditional healthcare settings, the fragmentation increases, with different data holders operating subject to different legal and regulatory regimes. 126 Harnessing data for public good requires transactions to bring the data together. Subpart A of this discussion discusses traditional healthcare and research environments. Subpart B then highlights key differences affecting non-traditional PHD such as self-tracking sensor data.
A. Traditional healthcare and research data The Common Rule and HIPAA Privacy Rule frequently apply in traditional clinical care and research settings. These regulations endow individuals and data holders with various entitlements, 127 somewhat resembling the entitlements Schlager and Ostrom associate with shared resource ownership regimes.
128 Note that these are regulatory entitlements, not ownership rights, but they include various rights of access, use, management, exclusion, and alienation and, in some respects, they are "strikingly similar" to a scheme of data ownership.
129 By exercising their regulatory entitlements, the parties may be able to free data for use in assembling large-scale data resources for research and public health.
When a data holder stores a person's data, both parties share control and their interests are not necessarily aligned. Individual consent may not be sufficient to ensure data access. In this respect, assembling data for informational studies is fundamentally different from the problem of enlisting human participants for clinical (interventional) studies. Access to the key resource for interventional research (human beings to study) is properly modeled as a two-party transaction between an individual and a prospective user such as an investigator who desires to involve the individual in the research. The individual has exclusive control over the resource-the individual's body-to which the prospective user needs access. Assuming the individual has decisional capacity and is willing to consent, the consent is sufficient to ensure access. In contrast, acquiring the key resource for informational research (data) is poorly modeled as a twoparty transaction. It often requires three-way transactions among the prospective data user, the data subject, and a data holder that possesses the person's data. Figure 1 displays four possible solutions to the problem of data access.
Solution 1: Incentivized consent alignment. In Quadrant 1, data access is unproblematic because there is consent alignment. The individual and the data holder both want to share the individual's data. Consent alignment sometimes arises naturally, but it also may be possible for policy makers to create incentives for the parties to align.
Incentivized consent alignment has a proven track record in research settings. Conditional grants are an effective mechanism. For example, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and counterpart funding agencies in other nations have encouraged sharing of genomic data by implementing policies that require grantee research institutions to deposit certain data they generate under grants into shared genomic databases. 130 If the deposited data are de-identified, 125 Rodwin, supra note 43, at 606. 126 See discussion infra at subsection B. 127 participating institutions in a multi-site study), consent can be procured at the point when participants consent to the research. The NIH-funded Precision Medicine Initiative's million-person cohort is another example incentivized consent alignment. Data holders and the individual data partners who wish to participate in this exciting project will be asked to consent to its data-sharing terms. 131 Publicly funded efforts of this sort can jump-start discovery and pave the way for future efforts. The major drawback is that conditional funding solutions are costly and, amid budgetary constraints, raise concerns about long-term sustainability. They are not scalable as a way to develop the data resources ultimately required for 21 st -century science, which may need to include hundreds of millions of people.
Consent alignment is more difficult to achieve in clinical and commercial healthcare settings, yet it is potentially critical to the overall effort. These environments hold large stores of clinical health data that are essential for assembling deeply descriptive data resources that link individuals' phenotypes to their genotypes. Clinical laboratories and healthcare providers have various commercial incentives not to share data that they hold. 132 The data-deposit policies of funding agencies like NIH are not binding on these data holders, although many do voluntarily contribute at least some data to shared public data resources like ClinGen/ClinVar.
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Commercial data holders' reluctance to share data poses an important barrier to the assembly of large-scale, linked data resources, even as surveys show most individuals would be willing to share.
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Policy options for fostering consent alignment-including in clinical and commercial settings-have not been exhausted. Policy-makers should explore approaches for incentivizing consent alignment. Possible approaches include conditioning desirable benefits (as opposed to funding) on data sharing. Commercial data holders may voluntarily agree to share data if a benefit, such as Medicare reimbursement or Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of a medical product, depends on it. Such approaches may fail to achieve alignment, however, if individual consent is also required. Incentivizing individual consent, depending on the context, may or may not raise concerns about coercion, so incentives must be thoughtfully designed.
Solution 2: Data-holder-driven access. Consent alignment can fail in two ways, portrayed in Quadrants 2 and 3 of Figure 1 . In Quadrant 2, the individual is unwilling to share data or cannot practicably be reached to provide consent and privacy authorization. The data holder is willing to share. Problems of this sort seem destined to occur in the future, if growing awareness of re-identification risks makes individuals wary of consenting to research with their data.
The HIPAA Privacy Rule and Common Rule pragmatically address the situation in Quadrant 2 with an array of individual consent exceptions, exemptions, and definitional loopholes that protect society's interest in enabling certain important data uses. These exceptions permit, but do not require, a data holder to release data and, for that reason, Figure 1 characterizes these pathways as "data-holder-driven" access mechanisms. Data can be freed through these legal pathways, but only if the data holder wants to do so.
For example, the Privacy Rule and Common Rule allow data holders to supply data, without individual consent, for certain public health, regulatory, and judicial uses of data, 135 but the regulations do not themselves require data holders to share. In one recent study, IRBs refused to provide about 5% of the requested medical records for a well-documented, congressionally authorized public health purpose. 136 Users that are denied data access must look to other sources of law-such as a court order or provisions of state public health laws that require healthcare providers to report specific types of information-to force data access. HIPAA and the Common Rule do not themselves mandate access for these uses. This is also true of their waiver provisions, 137 which let Institutional Review Boards and privacy boards (collectively, "IRBs") 138 approve unconsented research uses of data-including, crucially, data with identifiers that can be linked across separate datasets to form longitudinal health records. 139 When IRBs are affiliated with the data holding institution, this effectively allows the data holder to override individual consent. When an external IRB approves a waiver, the data holder may, but is not required to, release the data, 140 so discretion still rests with the data holder. Unfortunately, as already noted, data holders do not always wish to share.
Data-holder-driven data access under HIPAA and the Common Rule has been an important pathway for enabling data for important research and public health uses. It will not suffice, however, as a way to assemble the large-scale, deeply descriptive data resources that the future requires. IRBs may be comfortable concluding that conditions for waiving consent (such as that privacy risks are minimized) are met in the context of a discrete proposed data use. Certifying that these conditions are met is far more difficult, however, in the context of a largescale data infrastructure that will be widely accessible for many different uses. Moreover, even in past contexts where data-holder-driven access has worked, it has never been uncontroversial. Bioethicists and data subjects criticize its disrespect for the individual's right of choice.
141 Law scholars criticize the democratic illegitimacy, procedural deficiencies, and potential conflicts inherent in using IRBs as the decision-makers to override individual consent. 142 Investigators and institutions find it cumbersome to administer. 143 There is little to like about this method of access, particularly in contexts such as Precision Medicine that aim to empower patients and research subjects. Something new is needed.
Solution 3: Consumer-driven data access. Consumer-driven access may be the needed alternative. There have been isolated instances, such as the Canavan example discussed in the introduction, where patient advocacy groups took the lead in assembling data resources for research into specific diseases. The question is whether such efforts are scalable: Could they be used to assemble larger data resources for more general use in diverse research contexts, under terms and conditions set via consumer self-governance?
In Quadrant 3 of Figure 1 , the individual wishes to share his or her stored data, but this desire is thwarted by an unwilling data holder. The bioethical literature is asymmetrical, evincing concern about unconsented uses of people's data (Quadrant 2), while largely failing to register ethical objections when data holders or their IRBs block data access for uses of which the individual would have approved (Quadrant 3). The Common Rule exemplifies this asymmetry: It consent under the HIPAA Privacy Rule to be approved by either a Common Rule-compliant IRB or by a HIPAA-compliant "privacy panel" that is similar to an IRB). 139 See, e.g.,45 C.F.R. § 164.512(i) (providing, in the HIPAA waiver provision, that uses and disclosures pursuant to a waiver are "permitted" -i.e., disclosures are allowed but not required); id. § 46.116(d) (couching the Common Rule's waiver provision in similarly permissive language: "An IRB may approve . . . ."). The IRB of a research institution that wishes to receive data from a data holder can approve a waiver authorizing release of the data. See Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health Information, 65 Fed. Reg. 82,695 (Dec. 28, 2000) (rejecting, in the preamble to the HIPAA Privacy Rule, suggestions that HHS should require IRBs that approve waivers to be independent of the entity conducting the research). Under section 164.512(i), recipient-approved waivers permit the data holder to disclose data but do not require it, so the recipient has no way to force the provision of needed data and services. 140 Id. 141 IOM, Privacy Report, supra note 29. 142 Coleman, supra note 40. 143 IOM, Privacy Report, supra note 29.
contains multiple consent exceptions 144 allowing data holders to share people's data without their consent in Quadrant 2, but contains no access-forcing mechanism to help data subjects free their data for socially valuable uses in Quadrant 3. This defect may be unintentional, an artifact of cramming three-party data access transactions into the Common Rule's simplistic two-party model of human-subject enrollment in clinical trials.
The HIPAA Privacy Rule, in contrast, contains an access-forcing mechanism. The Privacy Rule was expressly designed for data transactions (and, in particular, those where a person's data are held by an institutional or corporate data holder). It takes a more symmetrical approach that facilitates data access in Quadrant 3 as well as in Quadrant 2. Section 164.524 of the Privacy Rule grants individuals a right of access to information about themselves that a HIPAA-covered entity holds in its files. 145 By exercising this right, individuals can obtain their data 146 and then, if they wish, contribute it for research and other uses. Mark Hall once proposed a scheme in which a patient could grant a license to a trusted intermediary, which would exercise the patient's Section 164.524 access rights to gather the patient's data from the various HIPAAcovered healthcare organizations that hold portions of the patient's medical data, assemble the data into a longitudinal record, and then act as the patient's agent for purposes of negotiating access with researchers and other prospective users in accordance with the patient's preferences. 147 This vision is now set to become reality. 150 Laboratories had not previously been subject to the access right, which applied to other healthcare providers such as hospitals and clinics. The changes became legally effective on October 6, 2014 amid considerable confusion and even disbelief about the apparent scope of the new individual access right. A legal analysis by an NIH-funded working group concluded that at HIPAA-covered laboratories that conduct genomic testing, whether for research or clinical purposes, the accessible dataset includes not just final, interpreted test reports but also underlying genomic data if the laboratory has stored data in a form that is traceable to the requesting consumer. Patients who sought to exercise their new rights of access to laboratory-held information after October 2014 sometimes encountered barriers, however, and were not able to access their data.
The HHS Office for Civil Rights, which administers the Privacy Rule, issued guidance in January and February of 2016 confirming that the Section 164.524 access right applies to underlying genetic variant data generated during genomic sequencing, as well as to finished test reports which typically focus on just a few target variants; that individuals have a right to request their data in machine-readable (electronic) format; and that they can direct the data holder to 144 See supra notes 34-36, 137-39 and accompanying text. 145 transfer data to an agent or trusted intermediary of their choosing. Consumers now have the power to force HIPAA-covered laboratories to release data from clinical testing. Moreover, they also can access data generated at HIPAA-covered research laboratories (such as laboratories embedded in HIPAA-covered academic medical center).
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The section 164.524 access right was originally conceived as an instrument to enhance privacy protection. In the preamble to the original Privacy Rule in 2000, HHS cited a "wellestablished principle" that an individual (or designated personal representative) should have "access rights to the data and information in his or her health record" 152 and remarked that people's "confidence in the protection of their information requires that they have the means to know what is contained in their records." 153 More recently, HHS acknowledge that the individual access right has broader importance. In its 2014 rulemaking, HHS described section 164.524 as crucial not merely to enhance privacy protection but also because: (1) it "enable[s] patients to have a more active role in their personal health care decisions"; (2) it is consistent with "certain health reform concepts" including personalized medicine, participatory medicine, disease management and prevention; and (3) it supports HHS's goals and commitments regarding widespread adoption of electronic health records (EHRs). 154 These last two points conceive section 164.524 as an instrument to free data for public good.
The Privacy Rule pits the rights of the individual and the rights of the data holder against one another, and the interplay/tension between the two helps protect the public's interest in data access. This is far from a perfect access scheme-for example, the data resources available in Quadrant 3 may be marred by selection bias, because these datasets only include individuals who took volitional steps to free their data for research. 155 Access is nevertheless broader than under the lopsided framework of the Common Rule.
Solution 4: Mandatory data sharing. This leaves Quadrant 4, the all-too-common situation where neither the data subject nor the data holder is motivated to share data for the public good. Data users have little recourse when this is true. As noted above, Common Rule and HIPAA Privacy Rule contain no provisions requiring data holders to free data, other than HIPAA's section 164.524 access right. Authority to force access must come from other sources of law. Legislatures offer a legitimate, democratic mechanism for imposing binding, collective decisions on data holders and individual data subjects who, in Quadrant 4, dissent from a socially beneficial data use. Access-forcing laws are, however, very rare and typically focus on narrow problems where the need for access is compelling (e.g., reporting of child abuse and communicable diseases). They generally do not address the problem of freeing data for research.
Forcing access to data in Quadrant 4 presents difficult legal issues, which may explain lawmakers' reluctance to require mandatory access. Forcing private-sector data holders to disclose their data may constitute a taking and require "just compensation,"
156 if courts recognize the data holders' asserted ownership of the data (or of the capital they invested to marshal the data and develop their health data infrastructures). A related problem is that creating useful research data resources requires inputs not just of data, but of services (such as to convert data to an interoperable format) that data holders would need to provide). 157 The government has little power to force data holders to contribute services, 158 even if they could be forced to share their data. The needed services can only be procured by consensual methods, such as entering contracts with the data holders 159 or requiring their services as a condition of a grant, 160 all of which require funding. Legislatures, when enacting access-forcing other laws, would need to provide the necessary funding. This, again, explains why access-forcing legislation is rare. Forced access is a possible solution in specific, narrow contexts, but it is not a solution to the broad problem of assembling the large-scale, deeply descriptive data resources for 21 st -century science.
B. Special challenges with non-traditional PHD Even within the category of wearables and other sensors, "the information from two disconnected sensing devices can, when combined, create greater information than that of either device in isolation." 161 An example of this "sensor fusion" is that data on heart rate and respiration, when combined, may support inferences about substance abuse. 162 Linking sensor data that reflect lifestyle, exposures, and environment to traditional health and genomic data would be even more powerful, and that is a goal of developing 21 st -century data resources. Harnessing non-traditional PHD for public good requires a framework to support multiparty consent transactions, as modeled in Figure 1 . Individuals can exercise unilateral control over PHD stored on their own sensor devices, but much of their PHD may be externally stored and subject to full or partial control of a device or sensor manufacturer, service provider, or other data holder ("PHD company"). PHD companies rarely are bound by the HIPAA Privacy Rule and Common Rule. Except where isolated state-law privacy protections apply to them, their privacy and access policies are largely a matter of company policy. Whether data are stored on the device, by the company, or by both depends, of course, on the device, how much storage capacity it has, and on the service contract that accompanies the device. Many companies do act as data holders for their customers and, for many devices, the company is the primary holder of the consumer's data. There are competing interests: the consumer, the data holder, and the public as represented by researchers and other users who desire access to the data for socially beneficial purposes. Balancing these interests requires a scheme of informed consent, well-tailored consent exceptions, and one or more access-forcing mechanisms.
Many observers think it unlikely that legislators will act to create a privacy and access scheme for PHD companies. Congress has broad power to set rules under the commerce clause and presumably could establish rules for PHD companies if it wanted to. Yet Congress has refused for many decades to impose a uniform ethical and privacy framework on private-sector (non-publicly-funded) research activities. The Common Rule is mandatory only for research that the federal government funds (or at institutions that receive public funds, if proposed changes go into effect. The Common Rule is an exercise of Congress's spending power, which regulates by placing strings on gifts of federal funds. PHD companies, firmly rooted in the private sector, is not in the habit of taking federal funds and therefore lacks the "hook" that Congress has used to regulate privacy and ethical issues in traditional academic research settings.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and state attorneys general have jurisdiction to regulate unfair or deceptive business practices and can act, for example, if a PHD company publishes a privacy policy that it later dishonors. 163 The recent Wyndham appeal 164 recognized that FCC has authority to regulate cybersecurity more broadly even if a company has not dishonored a policy it previously published. The FTC is actively engaged in efforts to protect consumer information privacy and has published reports and Fair Information Practices to guide Internet and consumer-data companies. 165 Congress has not, however, made them mandatory. 166 The cautious assumption is that the privacy of, and access to, PHD will continue to be governed largely by company policies and voluntary industry self-regulation. A survey of such policies by Scott Peppet found that some data-holding PHD companies promise to not to share consumers' personally identifying information (PII). 167 As with traditional health data, reidentification is a growing concern with sensor data. 168 Prof. Peppet cites an intelligence source for the proposition that if fitness data reveals the gait at which a person walks, unique identification may be possible. 169 PHD companies' policies tend to be vague when defining PII: does it merely include consumers' names and other overt identifiers or is re-identifiable sensor data also PII? 170 Companies generally reserve the right to share or sell non-personal information (non-PII) more broadly than PII, but their policies may leave it unclear which data are accessible for research. 171 A reasonable expectation for consumers, absent a clear policy to the contrary, is that a company's promise not to share PII amounts to a promise to strip consumers' sensor data of overt identifiers before it is shared. Despite the theoretical risk of re-identification, removing overt identifiers affords at least some privacy protection, and consumers still display considerable willingness to have their data shared for research in de-identified form.
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Professor Peppet's survey of found PHD companies' policies were "likewise inconsistent in the access, modification, and easy mechanism for exportation of raw sensor data."
173 In contrast to the HIPAA-regulated space, PHD consumers have limited access rights, and their access rights are often indefinite. Some companies' policies allow access to PII but not to non-PII. When these terms are vaguely defined-as often happens-the scope of a consumer's access right may be quite limited. Debjanee Barua et al. found that consumers want to be able to get a copy of their data: "This is the simplest level of control over one's data-the ability to inspect, manipulate, and store your own information. But it's not usually possible." 174 Legislation or regulations may not be the best or the swiftest way to fix these problems. The PHD industry is responsive to its consumers and the consumers tend to be an educated, empowered group. 175 The best path forward may be to educate consumers about appropriate privacy, data security, and access standards; to mobilize consumers to demand such standards; and develop a system of voluntary certification for PHD companies that makes it easy for consumers to identify those that implement the standards consumers demand. The question of what the standards should be is beyond the scope of this article and, in any event, should be resolved with meaningful input from consumers themselves.
One point, however, is very clear: Access and transfer rights, as broad and enforceable as the Privacy Rule's section 164.524 provides, are a crucial access-forcing mechanism to free data for transfer into consumer-driven data commons. There are costs of providing an access mechanism and many practical issues, such as making sure consumers can access their data in useful formats. 176 As with HIPAA's access right, PHD companies should be able to charge a reasonable, cost-based fee for servicing access requests, but such fees should be subject to rules concerning what the fees can include.
177 For FDA-regulated devices, access to one's own data potentially bears on a device's safety and effectiveness. FDA should explore whether it has authority to impose minimal consumer access rights on devices the agency regulates.
The Necessity of Collective Self-Governance
Discussions of governance of large-scale data commons all too often conflate governance models with system architecture. That is a distraction. The crucial question in governance is not whether to establish a central database versus a federated/distributed data network or a network of networks. Rather, governance is about control relationships: Who gets to decide whose data will be included in a large-scale data resource, the rules of access to the data, the list of permissible uses and terms of use, the privacy and security protections, and the procedures for making such decisions? A consumer-driven data commons is one in which such decisions would be made collectively by the people whose data are involved.
Consumer-driven data commons would grow up alongside-and, if they succeed, possibly replace over time-the data-holder-centric models of the past, which grow increasingly unworkable in the environment of big data, where de-identification is dead. Consumer-driven data commons also will exist alongside consumer-driven access models that rely on granular individual consent to specific data uses. In granular consent models, individuals exercise their access rights to free data from data holders, but there is no collective governance of the overall data resource and each individual makes decisions strictly for herself. Granular consent has many merits-such as overcoming people's initial reluctance to contribute their data and fostering a partnership-and it is the model the Precision Medicine apparently is embracing for its initial million-person research cohort.
Long-term, however, a granular individual consent has a fatal flaw: The grand scientific challenges of the 21 st century require collective action to resolve, and granular individual consent fractures the people, limits us and makes us small by robbing us of the capacity for collective action. It consigns us to the state Thomas Hobbes referred to as "the confusion of a disunited multitude," 178 unable to act together to conquer grand challenges. In Hobbes' scheme, the greater power of a Commonwealth is instituted when a multitude of people come together and covenant "every one with every one," to create institutions for making collective decisions, so that "every one, as well he that voted for it as he that voted against it" shall embrace decisions made by the "consent of the people assembled … in the same manner as if they were his own."
179 Consumerdriven data commons are vehicles for groups of consenting individuals to work together to build more inclusive datasets than their members, acting alone, could offer for scientific use. Members might further enhance the inclusiveness of their data assets through transactions to merge their own data resources with those of other commons-forming groups.
Whatever the possible merits of universal, compulsory contribution of individual PHD, that is not what consumer-driven data commons are about. Rather, they are smaller, selfgoverning groups of consenting individuals, who have rights to enter and leave the commons on transparent terms that each commons-forming group would itself establish. People would still have a right to consent, but it would be a right to enter, or not enter, a specific commons arrangement. Those choosing to place their data in a consumer-driven commons would, thereafter, have collective choice rights to participate in decisions about how the entire data resource-including the data of all members-can be used. Members could elect to leave the commons, but while members, they would be bound by its collective decisions regarding permissible uses of their data.
As consumer-driven commons groups develop their own rules of access and use, privacy practices, decision-making processes, they offer a laboratory for modernizing ethical norms to accommodate the age of big data. The existing bioethical norms surrounding informational research were heavily influenced by norms designed for the clinical or interventional research setting. The strong norm of individual, protocol-specific informed consent in interventional research has deep roots in the common law notion that unconsented touching of a person's body constitutes battery. Unauthorized invasions of the human body are "offensive to human dignity" 180 and our legal system has long credited the "the right of every individual to the possession and control of his own person, free from all restraint or interference of others. does it follow that touching a person's data is equivalent to touching the person's body, so that the same consent norms should apply in informational research?
The clamor for individual data ownership-which is widely misperceived as conferring inviolable individual consent rights--often draws inspiration from John Locke or from the concept of property as an aspect of personhood. 182 Yet the Lockean concept that people own their bodies does not imply that they own data about their bodies, just as home ownership does not imply ownership of house-related information, which is widely available to realtors, taxing authorities, building inspectors, and busybodies curious about its square footage, improvements, and market value. People whose workouts generate fitness tracking data undoubtedly have earned "sweat equity" in their PHD under Locke's labor theory of ownership, but the company that designed and marketed the device and invested effort to capture and store the PHD could assert an equally plausible claim under this theory. 183 The personhood theory of ownership recognizes a moral claim to things that are integrally related to one's self-development and sense of personhood. 184 Much-some say too much-has been made of the "tenuous link between personal information and personhood." 185 The "Quantified Self" name of a collaboration of users and makers of self-tracking tools 186 and the "Welcome to You" greeting on 23andMe's web site 187 are marketing claims, not ontological claims. Your data are not actually who you are.
Philosopher Charles Taylor bemoans the fact that modern discourse has banished ontological accounts of human worth from the discussion of morality. 188 "Ontological accounts have the status of articulations of our moral instincts. … If you want to discriminate more finely what it is about human beings that makes them worthy of respect, you have to call to mind what it is to feel the claim of human suffering, or what is repugnant about injustice, or the awe you feel at the fact of human life." 189 The claim that PHD is integral to selfhood lends credence to Taylor's alarm about impoverished ontological accounts of the modern Self. Early assertions that genetic information is integral to selfhood 190 credited genomic science with a predictive power that, it is now clear, was fanciful. A person's genome is a "future diary" recorded in a largely foreign language with most of the words inscrutable.
Research and public health uses of data are not directed at reading personal secrets in people's diaries. As Lawrence Lessig points out, "No one spends money collecting these data to actually learn anything about you. They want to learn about people like you." 191 The variants in one's genome are interesting to scientists only insofar as the variants are shared by other people and, if they are shared, in what sense can one person "own" them? Genomic testing has been misrepresented as "intensely private" when, in fact, the genome is a public space-perhaps the ultimate public space. It is where we go to discover what we have in common with other people.
Ruth Faden et al. acknowledge that the "moral framework for a learning healthcare system will depart in significant respects from contemporary conceptions of clinical and research ethics" 192 and may include an obligation for patients to participate in learning activities. 193 Faden and her coauthors see this as a bounded obligation that would vary with the level of burden and risk involved. While not obligated in risky clinical trials, people may have an ethical duty to contribute their data to studies that can advance useful knowledge while providing reasonable data security. 194 Faden et al. suggest that this obligation is justified by a "norm of common purpose… a principle presiding over matters that affect the interests of everyone." 195 "Securing these common interests is a shared social purpose that we cannot as individuals achieve." 196 The notions of common purpose, security common interests, and shared social purpose all bear emphasis, because many of the unsolved mysteries of 21 st -century biomedicine will require large-scale, collective action to resolve. Whether to proceed with such studies calls for collective, rather than individual, decision-making: Do we, as a group, wish to gain this knowledge or not? If so, then our collective decision whether to proceed, and on what terms, must bind everyone.
Governance "in the sense of binding collective decisions about public affairs" 197 is one of a core set of universal concepts-such as giving, lending, reciprocation, and coalition-that anthropologists find to be widely shared across many different cultures and societies, however primitive or advanced they may be. People acting in solidarity can reap benefits that autonomous individuals, acting alone, may forfeit, and human populations taken as a whole are greater than the sum of their atomistically autonomous parts. This concept was under-theorized in twentiethcentury bioethics. Autonomy-based bioethics disempowers the people it seeks to protect if it precludes collective action on matters of common interest As Charles Taylor pointed out in discussing whether it violates individual freedom for the state to install a traffic light at a frequented intersection, thus forcing people to stop: a philosopher could find a violation in this, but most people view their autonomy with a sense of proportion.
198 "[I]n such a case it is incorrect to speak of an infringement of freedom: the security and convenience of the walkers are in question, not freedom." 199 The use of data to advance precision medicine implicates patient safety, public health, and the preservation of other people's lives-not individual freedom. Bioethical principles that support a right of individuals to veto the use of their data for such purposes blur the line between individual autonomy and narcissism. 200 Our legal system traditionally employs informed consent when people are making decisions about risk to themselves, 201 but not when they make decisions about matters of public safety and welfare. Thus, informed consent is irrelevant when setting the speed limit or levying taxes. There is no opt-in that nullifies the speed limit for individuals who refuse their consent to drive 60 miles per hour." There is no opt-out that sets a general speed limit but allows determined speeders to fill out a form to be excused from it. Decisions about speed limits are confided to elected representatives and, once made, are binding on everyone. Taylor notes that people apply the concept of infringements on freedom "against a background of understanding that certain goals and activities are more significant than others." 202 There is a strong case that decisions to make data available for projects like the PMI, the Cancer Moonshot, and the learning healthcare system, while they pose some privacy risk for the individual, are mainly decisions about public safety-and this may be true regardless of whether a study constitutes "research" or "public health" under the traditional and increasingly blurred conceptions of those terms.
There is wide dissensus concerning appropriate policies for data use, and consumerdriven data commons allow people to develop approaches congenial to themselves. Each consumer-driven data commons could establish rights and duties of membership. For example, one commons group might establish a duty for its members to boycott clinical research projects that do not return results to participants, because individuals' access to their own data is fundamental to sustenance of the a consumer-driven data commons. Another might bestow privileges of membership, such as the privilege of using the collective data resource to inform the interpretation of one's own genomic test results. Those wishing to derive the benefits of the collective resource would be expected to contribute their own data in return. Bioethical concerns about coercion have enabled free-riders to enjoy the benefits of other people's research participation without themselves participating. This may have had strong ethical justification in the context of clinical research whether the burdens of participation are great, but is it still appropriate in the context of informational research? Commons-forming consumer groups would parse these ethics for themselves, perhaps engaging external ethics experts to inform their collective decisions.
Consumer-driven commons group could be organized by the members themselves, by patient advocacy groups, or by commercial entities acting as organizers and trustees to manage people's collective data according to rules the people themselves would set. Over time, some groups' rules might have wide appeal, attracting broader membership and amassing larger, more valuable data resources. Assembling and maintaining high-quality data resources is costly and requires external technical, legal, and ethics consultants. To fund these costs and add value to their collective data resources, members of a consumer-driven data commons might agree on acceptable revenue mechanisms to monetize their data assets. Here, consumer-driven commons offer a distinct advantage over traditional, data-holder-driven commons. Data holders face restrictions, such as the HITECH Act's restrictions on sales of data and allowable fees for datarelated services, 203 that limit their potential revenue models. Law does not similarly restrict the right of individuals to sell or charge fees for preparation and transmittal of their own data. This difference may be crucial, if it makes consumer-driven data commons more sustainable than the data-holder-driven commons of the past.
The specific content of consumer-driven commons arrangements would be determined by collective agreement of the group members, and therefore could vary widely. The content of these agreements is a topic requiring much further debate and engagement of the scholarly community. The aggregated data resources of a commons-forming group would be a resource shared by the group members and, at a minimum, the group's agreed set of rules should address the following issues identified by Schlager and Ostrom: 204 First, a consumer-driven data commons should have transparent rules that describe "operational-level" entitlements: What rights do members have to access their data that is in the collective data set? What duties do they have to contribute data and to update their data contributions? What uses can they personally make of the collective data set? Should the group appoint a trustee-perhaps a commercial data managaement service--to manage the day-to-day process of exercising HIPAA access rights to collect members' data from external data holders? Will it engage consultants to develop a common data model and convert members' data into a consistent, useful format? Should it appoint an ethics advisory committee to advise it on ethical issues, and what privacy and data security arrangements should it adopt? How will necessary management and consulting services be funded? Will members pay a fee for group membership, or are they willing to charge third-party data users for access to their collective data resources? Do they wish to promote certain data uses, for example, by charging academic users lower fees than they charge commercial users, or by providing cut-rate access to users who commit to place resulting discoveries in the public domain? Do they wish to encourage socially beneficial behaviors among parties who access and use their data, for example, by getting drug companies that use their data to commit to making drugs available for reasonable, cost-based fees as opposed to whatever the market of desperate patients will bear? What are the rules for new members to enter the group or for existing members to exit? Second, the group's agreed rules should describe how it will make decisions and the "collective choice" rights that members will have to participate in those decisions. Will members vote on requests by third parties to access and use their data resources, or will they appoint an elected IRB or panel of scientific experts to assess which data requests reflect high-quality scientific uses that should be allowed? Will individual members have veto rights over certain categories of controversial data use, or will all requests for data access be decided by majority voting? What sort of data use agreements and privacy and security commitments should the group require from all entities that wish to use their data? What is the mechanism for resolving disputes within the group?
A related question, to be decided at a societal level, concerns the role of external law: Should consumer-driven data commons be subject to external regulations that set minimal substantive standards with which all consumer-driven commons must comply, or should the role of law be limited to contractual enforcement of whatever terms group members have agreed, to transparent disclosure of what those terms are, and to supervision to ensure that members can freely enter and exit as promised?
Conclusion
The ultimate goal of consumer-driven data commons is to make the concept of "public trust" obsolete. Ubiquitous calls to make large-scale data systems worthy of public trust highlight that trust is something one needs when one is not control. A person traveling by commercial airliner needs to trust the pilot. When driving one's own car, trust is less necessary: one can judge for oneself whether the driver is sober and competent. Concerns about public trust recede when the public has a meaningful voice in governance. This article has sketched a mechanism for the formation of consumer-driven data commons that would allow consenting groups of individuals to assemble datasets on a meaningful scale, empowering themselves through collective action to exercise greater control over the fate of their data than individuals can achieve acting alone. It is crucial to summarize two things that consumer-driven data commons are not.
First, consumer-driven data commons are not a scheme of compulsory data access. Individuals would remain free to join (or not to join) one or more commons-forming consumer groups, at the individual's sole discretion. Consumer-driven data commons preserve each individual's right to consent to research uses of his or her data; however, they move the critical points in the consent process to the moments when individuals decide whether to affiliate with, not affiliate with, remain in, or exit from specific consumer-driven data commons groups. While affiliated with a commons group, the consumer would be bound by whatever data-access rules and decision-making processes its members have collectively agreed. In effect, membership in the group would be equivalent to appointing the group's decision-making body to act as one's surrogate for purposes of informed consent to uses of one's data. However, individuals would have the right to secede from a commons group-on the terms to which the individual agreed when joining the group-if its collective decisions ever became repugnant.
The second important point is that consumer-driven data commons would not necessarily embrace ethical and privacy norms that are radically different from those reflected in Common Rule and HIPAA Privacy Rule. It is conceivable that a group of commons-forming individuals might determine after careful deliberation that they like the norms of data access reflected in those regulations. If so, they would be free to adopt those norms as the data-access policies of their commons. They might, however, decide to elect (or otherwise choose for themselves) the IRB that will be authorized to make waiver decisions and otherwise oversee ethical and privacy protections for their group. They might adopt IRB procedures that make IRB members directly accountable to the people whose data are used, or require them to follow more rigorous dueprocess protections than the Common Rule provides.
Alternatively, a commons-forming group might decide that it dislikes the Common Rule and Privacy Rule. We sometimes forget that the Common Rule and Privacy Rule were not handed down on stone tablets from a source of Ultimate Ethical Truth. Rather, both regulations set minimal standards. The Common Rule enunciates minimal ethical protections that many federal agencies require researchers to offer to research subjects, in order to be eligible to receive federal funding. At no point were research subjects given a direct, meaningful voice in establishing those standards. It is possible that individuals, if given the opportunity to do so, might design better ethical and privacy standards, more responsive to the concerns of people whose data are used in research, yet capable of supporting a vibrant research enterprise that benefits us all. Consumer-driven data commons are a mechanism to let consumers try.
The disconnect between survey data (which suggest that 80% of Americans feel favorably about letting researchers use their data) and enrollment data (which show very few Americans actually consent for their data to be used) may be signaling that the Common Rule and Privacy Rule are not what consumers want. Each consumer-driven data commons would be free to enunciate its own ethical, privacy, and data-access policies-the terms on which its members are willing to allow their data to be used. As multiple groups enunciate their policies, there would be a "marketplace of ethical and privacy policies," which individuals could compare when deciding which consumer-driven data commons they wish to join. Markets are an excellent generator of empirical data: Consumer-driven commons that succeed in enrolling members presumably would have enunciated policies that reflect what people want; those that fail would not have done so; consumer-driven commons groups could learn from each other. Consumerdriven commons that succeed in sponsoring useful lines of research, on terms satisfactory to their members, would have successfully threaded the needle of balancing privacy and data access-a challenge that the Common Rule and Privacy Rule have chronically failed to meet. Successful consumer-driven data commons might expand and eventually become important drivers of 21 stcentury science.
This paper offers consumer-driven data commons not as a panacea, but as a grand experiment in democratic data self-governance, perhaps worth trying at a time when existing mechanisms of data access seem destined not to meet the challenges that lie ahead. It is fortuitous that new forms of PHD, such as data from mobile and wearable sesing devices, are generally not regulated by the Common Rule and HIPAA Privacy Rule. This regulatory gap offers an opportunity to design a new PHD privacy and access models on a blank slate, perhaps avoiding pitfalls of existing regulations. A major pitfall, till now, has been the tendency of our federal regulations to enshrine a data-holder-centric view, in which data holders assemble largescale data resources by invoking individual consent exceptions to free data for socially beneficial research on terms, and subject to privacy and security protections, in which the data subjectsthe people whose data are used-have no real voice. The goal of consumer-driven data commons is to grant people the voice they have previously been denied and, by doing so, engage citizens more actively in the task of assembling the hundred-million-person and even billion-person cohorts that 21 st -century science ultimately will require.
